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Vladimir Putin welcomed Xi Jinping to Russia in early June. The two leaders took 

advantage of this meeting to re-launch what is increasingly appearing as their anti-dollar 

strategy. Russia and China have agreed to strengthen the use of their national currencies, 

the rouble and the yuan, in bilateral trade1.  

Today more than ever, Moscow and Beijing are under pressure because of the trade 

sanctions Washington has imposed on them, and because of President Donald Trump 

unpredictability. Hence the need to try to reduce the use of US dollars on their respective 

economies by tying them more between each other and by trying to establish a payment 

system that is less dependent on the US dollar2. A system that, although this reflection has 

not yet been officialised, can grow and become a real alternative to the dollar system for 

other nations, starting from those that are already well connected to Moscow and Beijing.  

For China, the "dollar" issue is also a strategic one. China is the second world power, 

the second largest economy in the world and the first global power in terms of exports, but 

its national currency continues to play a marginal role in the international financial system. 

The global power President Xi Jinping is building is certainly a country that must be 

capable of imposing the yuan as a valuable international currency. 

In March 2018, Beijing launched its first renminbi-denominated oil contract: the move 

has been interpreted as an open challenge launched by the petro-yuan to the petro-dollar 

order3. In addition, since the yuan has been included in the International Monetary Fund 

Special Drawing Rights (SDR) basket on October 1st, 2016, China has finally succeeded in 

increasing its currency exchanges, especially with Asian countries4. And yet, despite these 

ambitious efforts to facilitate the internationalization of the yuan, Beijing has not managed 

to increase the number of transactions in yuan, whose market share, between 2014 and 

2016, shrank from 2.8 to 2 percent5.   

India is in an even weaker position, which attempts to internationalize the rupee even 

more unrealistic. Until the end of 2018, the Indian economy suffered a lot due to a strong 

depreciation of the national currency. If at the beginning of 2018 the rupee had come to 

lose 12 percent of its value, by the end of the year it had recovered a bit, stabilizing at -

8.46% compared to the previous twelve months. In what the press labelled “a moment of 

desperation”, New Delhi even proposed Beijing to sign an agreement to increase the use 
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of rupees and yuan in bilateral transactions, but the Indian proposal was not taken into 

consideration by China6.  

At the beginning of 2019, however, the depreciation not only became a vague 

memory, but the value of the Indian currency reversed the trend and appreciated by 1.8 

percent. Just enough to allow the newly re-elected Narendra Modi to present these results 

as a personal success. Although, on paper, India is a country with a huge economic 

potential, the appreciation of the national currency is certainly not enough to solve all its 

economic problems, nor to project the rupee as a potential alternative to the US dollar. 

Indeed, markets operators remain very suspicious because they fear that the appreciation 

is only temporary and that there might be new unexpected fluctuations soon7.  

If it is true that Russia, China, India and several other nations are now trying to 

impose their national currencies on a regional or international scale, according to their 

capacities, this new attitude does not imply that they are achieving their desired results.       

A research coordinated by the economists Ethan Ilzetzki of the London School of 

Economics and Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff of Harvard University showed that, 

until 2015, 62 percent of the countries had their currencies pegged to the US dollar and 

about the same percentage of developing countries was borrowing dollars. Only less than 

30 percent of nations were using the Euro to keep their exchange rate stable and only 13 

percent of developing countries were borrowing euros in significant quantities. The British 

pound and the Chinese yuan, instead, appear only very rarely in statistics8. 

Finally, when looking at the composition of bank reserves, the US dollar remains the 

dominant one (70 per cent of total share). The Chinese yuan comes after the Euro, the 

Japanese yen, the British pound, the Canadian dollar and the Australian one9.  

Why is the dollar's weight so difficult to downsize? It is not just a matter of the 

relevance of US economy and its trade outreach. According to Moody's, it is the 

transparency of the US financial market, the predictability and credibility of US monetary 

policy that is making the difference10. Even if there will be a readjustment in the 

composition of the currencies ratio used for commercial exchanges or as bank reserves, 

years, if not decades, will be needed to downsize the relevance of the US dollar as an 

international currency. In addition, it is too hard to say that, in case this will happen, the US 

dollar will be replaced by the Chinese yuan, the Russian rouble or the Indian rupee, as all 

these currencies are still very far from playing even a marginal role in international 

financial dynamics. Finance has its own rules and transparency and predictability are two 

key variables for international operators. It is also for this reason that China cannot hope to 

have a great future in this sector: all market operators know that the Chinese Communist 

Party can, at any time, change the rules of the game. This awareness inevitably affects the 

level of transparency and reliability associated to the People's Republic of China.   
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